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When Luis Elizondo resigned from the Pentagon, it seems like the government’s UFO

investigation went with him. Not long a�er, The New York Times published an article called

Glowing Auras and ‘Black Money’ which revealed that mysterious e�ort and sparked a renewed

public interest on the �le.

The precise nature of Elizondo’s “Advanced Aerospace Threat Identi�cation Program”

(2012-2017) has been hotly contested. While it would bene�t from a detailed examination at a

later date, what can be said with certainty is that his e�ort inspired a series of very o�cial

successor programs that are not in dispute.

Today, I’m going to walk you through these recent Pentagon UFO programs so that you can

understand how the �le has evolved and where it might be headed. Join me on this exploration of

how to build a very long government acronym as we start with the:© 2024 The Other Topic ∙ Privacy ∙ Terms ∙ Collection notice
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(September 2018 - August 2020) Approx. 2 years.

In late 2018, an Intelligence O�cer named Jay Stratton accepted a job in the Pentagon’s O�ce

of Naval Intelligence (ONI). Stratton had recently made the move to a senior executive level and

was assigned a pretty standard role assessing conventional threats to the U.S. Navy. 1

But in the wake of that New York Times article, UFOs were drawing more and more public

attention. Two of the most well-pro�led modern incidents involved the Navy and Naval Aviators

were now starting to testify behind closed doors to Congress. 2

Stratton was one of the only members of ONI with anything approaching UFO experience. In

the late 2000’s he had been involved with a formal Pentagon e�ort to study the issue (the

Advanced Aerospace Weapon System Application Program - AAWSAP) and he had maintained a

connection to Elizondo’s AATIP e�ort throughout the 2010’s.

With that background in mind, the head of ONI selected Stratton to look into it on behalf of the

U.S. Navy. To do this, she granted him “Direct Liaison Authority” (DIRLAUTH) where Stratton

was empowered to go seek voluntary cooperation across the government. In Stratton’s own

words his e�ort was considered a voluntary “partnership” and lacked the legal status of a task

force. But as more areas of the defense establishment began to play ball, Stratton and others

began to informally call their e�ort “The UAP Task Force” or “UAPTF.” 3 4

UAPTF The “Unofficial” Unidentified Aerial
Phenomena Task Force
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Stratton’s work during this period accomplished three major things:

1. He wrote two “Intelligence Position Reports” which advocated for a serious look at the

issue. These reports were widely circulated across the defense establishment, with one

source noting that they “went viral” inside the intelligence community. 5

2. He got the Navy to implement a formal reporting procedure for pilots that encountered

UAPs so that the stigma would no longer be a barrier to data collection; 6 and

3. He lobbied the major Congressional Defense Committees for help. This resulted in an

obscure legislative direction by the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence which (a)

expressed support for his e�ort, and (b) requested a public report on his �ndings within 180

days. 7

Shortly a�er the Senate Select Committee’s comments passed through a legislative vehicle called

the “Intelligence Authorization Act,” the Pentagon announced the formal creation of a UAP

Task Force. 8 This upgraded Stratton’s uno�cial e�ort into an o�cial one leading to the:

(August 2020 - November 2021) Approx. 1 year 3 months.

The creation of an o�cial UAP Task Force introduced some new variables into this equation.

Stratton would remain in charge, and the U.S. Navy would continue to lead the �le, but the task

force would now report up to the O�ce of the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and

Security. This nested its results at the top of the Pentagon bureaucracy, where, it would now have

some oversight and interest from the Secretary of Defense.

UAPTF The “Official” UAP Task Force
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The creation of a legal Task Force also changed Stratton’s sta�ng capability. Where before he

had acted pretty much alone, now the major armed services branches and intelligence agencies

could loan permanent sta� to his e�ort. This resulted in a variety of secondments which notably

included Travis Taylor (from the U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command) 9 and David

Grusch (from the National Reconnaissance O�ce). 10 It’s still unclear how many other branches

participated, though its unlikely the team would have exceeded about 17 people. 11

During this period, Stratton and Travis Taylor were chie�y responsible for writing the public

UFO report requested by the Senate. This Preliminary Assessment on Unidenti�ed Aerial

Phenomena was delivered on June 25, 2021 and while it su�ered from tight timelines and some

collaboration issues, it was the �rst public UFO report to be published in over 50 years. 12

While e�orts continued on above board analysis of modern UFO reports, Stratton also decided

to make use of a particular kind of security clearance (Top Secret/Sensitive Compartmentalized

Information Clearance) held by David Grusch. It is during this period that he assigned Grusch

the task of looking into rumors of an alleged “o�-book” UFO program designed to recover and

reverse-engineer crashed cra�. It is from this direction that Grusch would later claim to have

found signi�cant evidence of that program’s existence and he would eventually make a

whistleblower complaint �agging that e�ort as operating illegally outside of Congressional

oversight. 13

While all three of these �gures have spoken highly of their time together, the verdict on the

quality of the UAPTF is not unanimous. An anonymous DoD o�cial that worked with the task

force would later note that he felt “Stratton was a complete nutjob” and that “most of what the

task force did was a complete and utter waste of money.” It’s unclear to what extent these
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comments represent the feelings of all sta�, but that �gure did note that he spearheaded

complaints up the Pentagon’s chain of command and they seemed to have an e�ect. 14

By June 2021 Stratton was out as Director, being replaced by a more cautious bureaucrat named

Brennan McKernan. 15 16 The new UAPTF concluded that one of the errors of its previous

leadership was a miscategorization of Chinese spy balloons and other foreign drones as UAPs

due to an enthusiasm for the “extraordinary.” 17 While the Pentagon now knew this, it wasn’t yet

clear to Congress which was trying to make the o�ce even more prominent within the

Department of Defense. But their direction in a legislative vehicle called the “National Defense

Authorization Act” didn’t specify a name for this enhanced e�ort, so, armed with this new

theory about balloons and drones, the Pentagon opted to choose it for them: 18

(November 2021 - July 2022) Approx. 8 months.

One of the more remarkable features of the AOIMSG was that it’s Director was never named.

This was the �rst time the program had le� the U.S. Navy and its unclear whether Brenan

McKernan stayed on in any capacity. Based on some information provided by the Pentagon, it

seems that another defense o�cial (Sean Kirkpatrick) began leading the program in “early 2022”

but few details as to its original scope or intent were ever provided to the public. 19

With this new structure, the program would now be run directly out of the O�ce of the Under

Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and Security (Ronald Moultrie) with oversight provided by

AOIMSG Airborne Object Identification and
Management Synchronization Group
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the Deputy Secretary of Defense (Kathleen Hicks). A separate “Airborne Object Identi�cation

and Management Executive Council” (AOIMEXEC) was supposed to act as a vehicle for every

other service branch to advise the group on their activities. 20

What were those activities? Their advice was supposed to be targeted at (1) identifying objects in

the air over military training ranges, and (2) clearing safety of �ight issues that might harm

military pilots. This scoped down vision got o� to a bad start when just one month into its

existence, legislation required this o�ce to re-task onto UFOs. 21 By the time Ronald Moultrie

(representing AOIMSG) and Scott Bray (representing the old UAPTF) showed up to a hearing of

the House Intelligence Committee, it was clear that Congressional interest was heading toward a

broader UFO investigation.

Once again, the DoD was forced to reverse course, and, complying with the 2022 NDAA, they

created a new organization with a new name. This time public-facing communication would be

better, and, frankly, the name would be to …

(July 2022 - Present)

AARO was announced with a clear mandate and a clearly identi�ed Director (Sean Kirkpatrick).

And unlike the previous programs run by the Pentagon, Kirkpatrick was empowered to speak

openly about his interest in the topic and his plans for the future. 22

Kirkpatrick was himself a practicing scientist with two patents under his belt and in an early

AARO The All-Domain Anomaly Resolution Office
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interview advocated for strict application of the scienti�c method. This dovetailed nicely with

AARO’s expanded mandate to look at “anomalous, unidenti�ed space, airborne, submerged and

transmedium objects” to mitigate “any associated threats … to national security.” 23 Now,

everything was back on the table and it paid o� in the early goodwill the o�ce was able to

generate.

One of its �rst acts was to release its 2022 Annual Report on Unidenti�ed Aerial Phenomena.

While the report did come a little late, it was mostly prepared in the period of transition from

AOIMSG to AARO and the public didn’t seem overly bothered by the delay. Its results were

largely overshadowed a month later when the Chinese Spy Balloon �ap (resulting in the downing

of four unidenti�ed objects over North America) kicked o� a bigger discussion about UFOs and

how, at least some of them, could be explained by conventional means. AARO shined in that

discussion and, for a few months at least, its leadership remained largely uncontroversial in UFO

circles.

But this o�ce has always been dominated by a tension between the old and the new. And in June

2023 that tension boiled over when a former member of the Navy’s UAP Task Force (David

Grusch) went public with allegations of a massive government coverup. According to Grusch, he

found signi�cant evidence of an illegal U.S. intelligence program to recover and reverse engineer

crashed UFOs. He made formal whistleblower complaints to the Department of Defense

Inspector General and the Intelligence Community Inspector General, where the latter deemed

his �ndings both “credible” and “urgent.” 24

Thus began a direct con�ict between David Grusch and Sean Kirkpatrick, where Grusch said he

had debriefed Kirkpatrick on his �ndings as early as April 2022. 25 Kirkpatrick maintained that
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he was able to see no evidence that supported them, but he also acknowledged that he lacked

some information collecting authority (Title 50) 26 and had not seen a copy of the complaint

submitted by Grusch. 27

When the House Oversight Committee held a hearing that substantially talked about Grusch’s

claim, Kirkpatrick released a statement that called it “insulting” to the employees of AARO. 28

This did not play well with many curious Americans and its unclear to what extent this had an

impact on the organization of his o�ce. Shortly a�er his statement, the e�ort was once again

upgraded from the O�ce of the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence and Security to the

Deputy Secretary of Defense (Kathleen Hicks). 29 By November 2023, Sean Kirkpatrick was out

as Director being replaced by a long-time intelligence bureaucrat named Timothy Phillips. 30

With yet another leadership change, who knows what the future has in store for the Pentagon’s

most recent (publicly acknowledged) UFO program. But at least one article has outlined the

priority of Kathleen Hicks … a name change.
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P.S. Do you think this might clear things up for someone you know? If so, please:

1 “John F. Stratton Jr Biography.” United States Department of the Navy, June 21, 2021.

https://www.secnav.navy.mil/donhr/About/Senior-Executives/Biographies/Stratton,%20J.pdf.

2 Cooper, Helene, Ralph Blumenthal, and Leslie Kean. “‘Wow, What Is That?’ Navy Pilots Report

Unexplained Flying Objects.” The New York Times, May 26, 2019. https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05

/26/us/politics/ufo-sightings-navy-pilots.html.

3 Corbell, Jeremy, and George Knapp. “EPISODE #3: The Pentagon’s Top UFO Hunter.” Weaponized

Podcast, February 7, 2023. https://youtu.be/hsyj481bq_U?si=vGg-C-6l6v0J0GPm. At 1h 0min 14s.

4 Note: DIRLAUTH authority is a commonly used term in the Defense Establishment. One de�nition
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